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Year End Message from Karen Loh, MV President
Dear Mvs,
As 2021 comes to a close, I would first of all like to wish everyone a happier and better New Year
ahead. For most of us in Malaysia, more than half the year have been spent in lockdown. I think I
speak for many that we are all tired of this pandemic and cannot wait for our lives to return to a
somewhat new normal. Having said that, we are not out of the woods yet as the new variant,
Omicron is now spreading rapidly across Europe. Therefore, if you haven’t already, please do get
your booster jab as soon as possible.
So what happened in the MV group this year? Our Focus team continued to be very active, hosting a
Zoom webinar every month, inviting speakers from all over Malaysia, including two speakers from
Australia. Kudos to the team for their tireless efforts. Our Research team has also been busy with
their writing and completing their articles for Muzings Issue 3. The theme for next year’s digest is on
the Rainforest. Please look out for it next year! We finally managed to have our long-awaited
graduation ceremony for Batch 34, 35 & 36 last month in November at the Bukit Kiara Equestrian
Club. 55 Mvs attended the party. I would like to thank the organisers for successfully hosting this
event. Congratulations to the graduates! You made it! And not to forget our trainers, a big Thank
You to all of you for all your hard work and patience.
Here’s an excerpt of my speech at the graduation: As you all know, I will be stepping down as
President after 12 years. Many of you have asked me - 1. What is my secret? 2. How did I manage to
last for so long as president? Short answer is nobody else wanted the job ;)) 3. It must have required
a lot of patience.. Well yes, a whole lot of patience but I think it is more of passion. To be a museum
volunteer really is a thankless job. You do it because you want to give back, to learn about Malaysian
history yes, but it’s more about having a passion for learning and self-growth. Don’t expect to be
thanked. So dear mvs, please remember this, you are volunteering because you want to give back
and share your love of history with other people. Your visitors may thank you after a tour but it is not
about that. It is about being selfless, self-growth and giving your time back to society. That has been
my motto. And along the way, do remember to enjoy yourself. Have fun meeting new people and
learning new things.
To Afidah and Dennis, thank you for stepping up and taking over
the post as President and Vice President. I wish the both of you
the best of luck! And to our committee members and the rest of
my fellow volunteers, Thank You for your faith in me and support
all these years. I am truly blessed and grateful for my time at JMM
& Muzium Negara. Terima kasih, arigato gozaimasu, merci
beaucoup, kamsahamnida. Stay safe and happy holidays.
With best wishes,

Karen Loh
Retiring President
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Message from Afidah Rahim, Incoming MV President
Salam sejahtera and hello everyone!
First and foremost, a big thank you to the Organising
Committee of the MV graduation and dinner party for a job
well done.
I am writing as the incoming President of the Museum
Volunteers, Department of Museums Malaysia; a position I had
no clue I would be in just two months ago. On 1st October,
Shirley, my batch mate, contacted me to ask about the
possibility of nominating me for this post. Seconded by Eric,
also my batch mate, the forms were duly filled and submitted
to Poh Leng. I was glad to hear that Dennis had also volunteered to take this on with me. Thanks to
Karen for introducing us and before we knew it, there we were in the DG’s office!
As I come to terms with this new reality, I feel honoured to carry on Karen’s good work. Also, I feel
privileged to work with the dedicated MV committee members, some of whom are unable to join us
today. Datuk Kamarul, the DG, advised us to dream big then prepare for the challenges ahead. There
is so much potential for exciting projects at the museum. Lots of hard work, patience and
cooperation will be needed to make things happen.
Our purpose is to educate the public about the museums in Malaysia. This is a noble cause indeed as
I am sure you would agree that it is important to promote and preserve Malaysian heritage. Let us
support each other to greater heights and keep communication lines open. MVs, you are welcome at
committee meetings. Personally, I feel assured that Karen is just a call or a zoom away for advice.
Also, we have En. Zamrul, En. Jamil, Wahida, Pn. Lela, Liza, Fiza and others at JMM to support us.
During the lockdown, our research and focus teams have kept busy. MVs are always learning. If you
have editorial or writing skills, we need you.
As MVs, we will work as a team, respecting each other, contributing our strengths and filling each
others’ gaps to navigate our future together.
Our priority for next year is to start guiding again. It is timely indeed that we recently had three new
batches graduating after a long, long wait!
We need enthusiastic volunteer guides from January. Training has already started for a new batch of
French MVs. Plans are also being made for our training programme to resume in September. We are
looking for new librarians. If you are interested, please see May.
MVs, we value your work. We look forward to bringing life back to the museum. Hang on to your
hats for a fun and challenging year ahead!
Last, but not least, I wish to thank Karen for seeing potential in Dennis and me; also for encouraging
us to go for it! A good leader lifts others. Thank you very much!

Afidah Rahim
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A Graduation Merry-Making Party to Remember
By Ilani Mohd Jamin
After almost two years of
witnessing multiple
lockdowns during the Covid19 pandemic, many MVs
were pumped up to gather
and meet fellow MVs over
an evening dinner party at
the Saddle Coffeehouse,
Bukit Kiara Equestrian Club,
Kuala Lumpur. The 27th
November 2021 occasion
marked the graduation of
MV batches 34, 35 and 36
and expression of gratitude to Karen Loh for having served as MV president for the past 12 years.
The heavy evening rain that befell the event venue did not
dampen the spirits of the party attendees. With the theme
“Quirky Hats”, they arrived in style donning eclectic hats.
Those with extra creativity even DIY-ed their own hat
decorations by painting designs and attaching mini cartoon
figurines! The hats made great conversation starters among
the attendees that consisted of Japanese, Korean and
French MV groups as well as local MVs.
Upon arrival, each attendee was aided by the registration volunteers and received a memento door
gift together with their lucky draw number. Attendees from the graduating batches 34, 35 and 36
were given their official MV name tag with a striking red volunteer guide lanyard and badge.
With a slight delay following the rainy weather, seats were gradually taken up and Mun Hong (batch
32) as master of ceremony commenced the event by introducing the outgoing president, Karen to
deliver an opening speech. Afidah as the president starting from January 2022 was then invited to
came on stage for a speech and present a special gift to Karen for her valuable contribution to the
MV program.
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For the graduating MVs whom could not attend the party in person, a string of videos capturing their
experience going through the MV training was displayed for all to see. It was a heartwarming sharing
session as we hoped to physically meet soon and resume guiding activities once government SOPs
allow.
The event continued with the certificate-giving ceremony for the three graduating batches. It was all
smiles as Yee captured photos of each attendee receiving their certificates. Next, the top three
overall best-dressed attendees with their hats and suitable attire were picked to win attractive
prizes, followed by a lucky draw winner who was lucky enough to win a special gift sponsored by
Muzium Negara.

It was finally time to dine as attendees made their way to the buffet spread in an orderly manner,
table by table. The scrumptious menu was a plentiful mix of soup, rice, vegetarian and meat dishes
including Nyonya kueh (dessert). It was a golden opportunity for fellow MVs to reconnect over good
food and drinks.
The glorious night ended with some entertaining karaoke of evergreen and disco songs with dance
by keen MVs who were supportively cheered by the audience. Hats off to the MV committee and all
the attendees for making the party a success!

*All photos courtesy of Yee Chun Wah (MV).
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Graduation of Batches 34, 35 & 36
Congratulations to the Graduates!

And a very Big Thank You to the Trainers!

BATCH 34 GRADUATES:
Ekaterina Abakumova
Marion Simian Blavec
Jun Chae Seonju
Dato' Pat Chia Yoon Moi
Choi Sinae
Annie Chuah Siew Yen
Grazia Daminelli
Anne Delahays
Laurence Furnon
Cen Herve
Uni Jang
Chloe Jeong Hyunjeong
Kang Ji Hee
Kim Jung Soon (Jenny)
Kim NaHyun
Kwon Eun Kyung
Leong Chee Keong
Odile Murphy

BATCH 34 TRAINERS:
V Jegatheesan
Afidah Rahim
Rama Manickavasagan
Anne Deguerry
Marie Adree Abt
Angela Oh
Young Ju Quelen
Mia, Seo Hyejeong
May, Song ChanHui
Kate, Lee Kyunghee
David, Kang ShinKwang
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Melissa Ann Pereira
Hannah Zhang Xing
Sung Ae-Jin
Kim Jae-Hee

BATCH 35 GRADUATES (JAPANESE):
Rika Iwamoto
Chinatsu Kato
Hiromasa Ogasawara
Rena Ohashi
Minako Oka
Akiko Shinohara
Yoshihiro Tomono

BATCH 35 TRAINERS:
Yuko Ikeda
Takashi Oguchi
Kazumi Mori
Mayumi Mori
Junko Ishii
Takashi Yoshimura
Ken Nomura
Mayumi Nomura
Junko Mori
Aya Yamamoto

BATCH 36 GRADUATES:
Aishah Nadirah
Anne Grace Savitha
Awad Fadziul Rahman
Bryan Chin Yuan Jiunn
Aileen Chong Mee Choo
Chua Jean Min
Fazlin Azrimi
Foo Win Yang
Casper Gihes Kaun Simon
Ong Zhen Yhue, Dennis
Deborah Perkins
Veronika Ryzhakina

BATCH 36 TRAINERS:
Chen Poh Leng
Lim Ee Lin
KC Yong
Ching Yook Ling
Eric Lim
Nancy Cheah
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Sam Pei Ying
Mandy Soo Keng Teng
Daniel Rajasingam Subramaniam
Tan Chui Ping, Ava
Meredith Tomkovitch
Karen Woo Ka Luan
Samantha Yap Pui Yee
Chloe Yoon Jeong-Soe
Jay Kim Jeong-Kee

Apologies if there are any mistakes or missing persons in the names above.
Research Team Update
By Afidah Rahim
The Research Team underwent some changes towards the end of 2021. As a result of Karen’s
transfer to Singapore, she is now an ordinary member of the Team. Karen has provided guidance
and her management has set a high standard for the Team since its formation. Our new President
Afidah takes over as the Coordinator of the Team.
Magan has resigned from the Team to pursue her other projects. She has been an invaluable
member coordinating the publication of Muzings 2020 and 2021 as well as the blog, both of which
are of the highest standard and well received by external parties. Magan will however, continue until
the completion of Muzings 2022 and the A-Z blog series. The Editing functions will now be headed by
Jega.
Rose Gan, another stalwart of the Team, will fulfil her commitment for Muzings 2022 but has
decided to take a supporting role after this. Rose has published the first of three books on Sir Francis
Light and is actively working to complete the trilogy.
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The Research Team wishes Karen,
Magan and Rose the very best in
their future endeavours and record
their appreciation for their
participation in the Team.
Having successfully published two
issues of Muzings and with the third
underway, the Team shifts its focus
on Muzings 2023. In addition to the
existing writers, there are new
members joining in to contribute
articles. The Theme is ‘Heritage’,
which gives a wide berth to cover
many aspects of art, culture, skills,
traditions and much more.
Our incoming Vice-President Dennis will be managing the blog after the A-Z series is complete. The
MV instagram account has been active since June 2021.

French MVs Update
From Marie-Andrée Abt:
Finally, these last two years of confinement were quite busy for the French group!
Between spring 2020 and March 2021 ten French
guides wrote fourteen articles about History and
Architecture of KL wrapped up in our “Carnets de
KL”. Then we began to guide again but,
unfortunately, it lasted only a few weeks before the
museum closed again. This school year, we are
busy with French training. Actually, seven MV or
MV-to-be left in the first half of this year and at
least five more will leave this coming summer so
we really need new recruits! So, beginning on 9th
November, alternatively, Anne, Cen, Danie,
Daniela, Hildy, Marie, Laurence F, Laurence M,
Odile or Sibilla share their knowledge with our five
trainees. As they are not numerous, we make them
work a lot! They will have to do three minutes in
each four galleries, do each a seven minutes, then,
they will present the four galleries (four times
fifteen minutes) and finish in April. The mentoring
should be quick after that intensive training!
From Danie Picot:
In the name of the French MVs, I'd like to thank Karen for all the good work she has done during all
these years. We all know that without her dedication and passion the MVs would not be as
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successful as they are now. On the top of that I have personally found a real good friend whom I will
always be happy to meet and have fun with.
Plenty of us left Malaysia, some unwillingly (like me! I left and never will be able to return) some,
because of the pandemic their other half has been called back home, the others because their time
was other. It has been a quite difficult time for the mothers who were doing home schooling with
the children at home not being able to run outside and hubby working from home as well, a good
time for those living in the center and enjoying walks around the old boroughs to do their groceries.
During this strange year, it has been a great pleasure to write our "Carnets de Kuala Lumpur" and a
good opportunity to still make alive the National Museum and the town we love.
Content :
Map
Foreword
A village at the fork of two rivers
Tin mines
Kapitan Yap Ah Loy
The British in Kuala Lumpur
Colonial houses
Kuala Lumpur, from estates to big town
A travel to India within Kuala Lumpur
Masjid Jamek, Friday mosque
The National Mosque, where is the cupola?
Art Déco in KL
The Petronas twin towers
Mural paintings in Kuala Lumpur
Cuisine and restaurants of Kuala Lumpur
Kampong Dato Keramat, an example of Dato
Kong
Thank you
Credits

Japanese MVs Update
Please see Appendix.

Korean MVs Update
By Young Ju Quelen
Who would have believed it!
The pandemic has hit everyone and everywhere! MVK was particularly
discouraged by this endless situation. The history of MVK is short
compared to the MVF or the MVJ, yet its activity quickly grew very
intense.
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On April 1, 2019, MVK was officially launched with eight guides: one from Batch 28, one from Batch
30, two from Batch 32, and four from Batch 33. Our guided tours were offered once a week (on
Wednesdays) and once a month on the first Saturday. We had an unexpectedly large amount of
success right away, demonstrating Koreans' curiosity and desire to learn about the history of
Malaysia, whether they are passing through or living in the country. From April to December 2019,
the number of Korean visitors reached almost 800 people. Previously, the yearly average number of
Korean visitors didn’t even attain 100 people! On Wednesdays, we recorded sometime up to 50
individual visitors, requesting the presence of 3-5 guides, mainly during Korean school holidays.
Our success generated a huge buzz
in the Korean community,
resulting in the registration of 18
Korean ladies for the 2019
September training session. Eleven
of them received the certificate of
competence as a guide. During this
difficult time of COVID, 6 guides
had left Malaysia after training. So
11 official guides will ensure the
resumption of Korean-language
guided tours from January 2022.
Furthermore, it was difficult to keep the enthusiasm throughout the pandemic, which lasted nearly
two years and didn’t allow us to perform our guiding activities. The worst part is that some guides
who received the “green light” after training have not had the chance to exercise their new
knowledge.
However one of our Batch 34 (Jang u-ni) created a Youtube platform on artifacts from the National
Museum which drew a large number of viewers. And MVK also took part in the Museum's online
promotion operation on social media in many languages organized by JMM (Facebook, Instagram
etc.)
Within the MVK, we regularly
organized zoom meetings to
keep the spirit alive and catch up
on each other. With that in mind,
we recently gathered for a lunch
during the Korean Mid-Autumn
Festival for the first time in a long
time face-to-face. Our
relationships have grown
stronger despite the lack of
activities, MVK is now set to go
for the Museum's long-awaited
opening.
In addition, we look forward to the training of new guides in 2022 to strengthen our team and
prepare for a possible reopening of the border between Malaysia and Korea. And we hope to
welcome more Koreans interested in Malaysian history and train a new generation of tour guides.
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The Wonders of Taxidermy : The Eternal Life Exhibition
By Yee Chun Wah
After a long break the National Museum finally
launched a new temporary exhibition entitled
The Wonders of Taxidermy : The Eternal Life
Exhibition on 7th December 2021. The formal
launch was officiated by our Minister of Tourism,
Arts and Culture, Y.B. Dato’ Sri Hajah Nancy
Shukri. The event started exactly on time with
her arrival at 10:30am.
Some enlightening information came from the speech given by the Director General of Jabatan
Muzium Malaysia (JMM) (Department of Museums, Malaysia) pertaining to covid research
conducted on stuffed bat specimens which is important for the ongoing fight against the current
pandemic. Of special interest for me was the Minister acknowledging the absence of a Natural
History Museum whilst some of our neighbouring countries have one. Hopefully the long delayed
plans to build one will happen in the near future.
After the exhibition launching ceremony gimmick was
over, the presentation of certificates to Institutions and
individuals who have donated artifacts to the museum
took place. Besides launching the exhibition, the
morning’s event was also to launch the Campaign to
Donate Artifacts to the museum.
And finally, JMM took the opportunity to recognize the
contribution of our outgoing president, Karen Loh by
getting the Minister to present her with a certificate of
appreciation for services rendered from 2007 to 2021. JMM actually
prepared a video clip to be played as part of the recognition ceremony
but unfortunately the Minister was in a rush for the next appointment
and as such this was cut.
The exhibition itself is very interesting with a fair bit of historical
information on how taxidermy started here. We also got to meet the first
Malaysian taxidermist, En Zainal Abidin who was trained at the British
Museum and he is the one who trained most
of the local taxidermists. If you see the
iquana, do note that it came from our fellow
MV, Jean Leong, who donated it to the
museum. Catch it before it ends on 18th
March 2022.
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MV Focus & Research Webinars
We had a Focus or Research webinar every month for the last 6 months. Zoom has allowed us to
have speakers from outside of Klang Valley - truly marvellous.
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New Pieces on the Blog @ museumvolunteersjmm.com
New postings to the Blog have continued like clockwork in the past 6 months. A new alphabet or
Very Rough Guide appears magically every Monday like a sweet treat to start the week.
“A Very Rough Guide to Jugra” by Eric Lim, 28/6/21
“C is for Chulalongkorn” by Kon Cze Yan, 5/7/21
“D is for Dennis” by Maganjeet Kaur, 12/7/21
“E is for Elephant” by Rose Gan, 19/7/21
“A Very Rough Guide to Banting, Tanjung Sepat and Sungai Pelek” by Eric Lim, 26/7/21
“F is for Famille Rose” by Rose Gan, 2/8/21
“G is for Gawai” by Casper Kaun, 9/8/21
“H is for Hercules” by V. Jegatheesan, 16/8/21
“A Very Rough Guide To Lukut” by Eric Lim, 23/8/21
“Tales from the Malay Annals”, 30/8/21
“I is for Iban” by Shafinaz Ahmad Shaharir, 6/9/21
“J for Jawi Peranakan” by Shafinaz Ahmad Shaharir, 13/9/21
“A Very Rough Guide To Pengkalan Kempas and Kuala Linggi” by Eric Lim, 20/9/21
“K is for Kodiang” by Alvin Chua Sern Hao, 27/9/21
“Dragon (a novel by Rose Gan)” by Maganjeet Kaur,4/10/21
“L is for Longquan” by Karen Loh, 18/10/21
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“M is for Mulu National Park” by V. Jegatheesan,25/10/21
“A Very Rough Guide To Tampin” by Eric Lim, 1/11/21
“N is for Nyabor” by Rose Gan, 8/11/21
“O is for Overbeck, Maharajah of Sabah” by Kon Cze Yan, 15/11/21
“P is for Palong” by Maganjeet Kaur, 22/11/21
“A Very Rough Guide To Gemencheh and Gemas” by Eric Lim, 29/11/21
“Q is for Quran” - Muhammad Azam Adnan (author), Afidah Rahim (translator), 6/12/21
“R is for Rebab” by Rose Gan, 13/12/21
“Victoria Bridge, Karai” by Hani Kamal, 20/12/21
“S is for Sukhothai & Si Satchanalai” by Karen Loh, 27/12/21
Eric Lim has started a very useful, very amazing, “Very Rough Guide” to small towns in Malaysia.
Use it and go “Cuti Cuti Malaysia”!
Banting, Tanjung Sepat & Sungai Pelek
Broga
Bukit Kutu
Dengkil
Gemencheh and Gemas
Jenjarom
Jugra
Kajang
Kalumpang
Kuala Kubu Bharu
Lukut
Mantin
Pengkalan Kempas and Kuala Linggi
Petaling Jaya
Rawang
Small Towns in Hulu Selangor
Tampin
Tanjong Malim
Titi New Village
Please write about your kampung or backyard or favourite place and add to this series.

Miscellaneous
BLOG: Please do contribute to our MV blog. Send your articles to Maganjeet Kaur at
magan25@gmail.com
http://museumvolunteersjmm.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Museum-Volunteers-Department-of-Museums-Malaysia
https://www.instagram.com/museumvolunteersjmm/
https://www.facebook.com/nationalmuseumkl
http://www.jmm.gov.my/en/museum/muzium-negara
http://www.muziumnegara.gov.my/
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